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CMOs RENEW CALL FOR DIGITAL TRANSPARENCY
ONLINE VIEWABILITY STILL AN ISSUE
   Spending on digital video advertising continues to rise, 
even as marketers complain about poor measurement, 
lack of transparency and what constitutes “viewability.” 
But while Chief Marketing Officers complain about those 
problems, a CMO Council member study finds that they 
are willing to pay premiums for guaranteed views and 
deep customer insights. However, not surprisingly, 95% of 
marketing leaders surveyed believe digital media 
must deliver more reliability. 
   According to the study, news coverage about 
inaccurate, questionable and false digital media 
reporting measures have already caused 21% of 
marketers to pull back on advertising spend. More 
than 70% of brand leaders admit that negative 
news headlines have had an impact on budgets. 
The report, Engage at Every Stage: An Investigation of 
Video Activation, was produced in partnership with video 
journey company ViralGains. A free summary is available 
HERE, or you can pay $199 for the whole shebang.
  Viewability continues to be an issue—and what the Media 
Rating Council (MRC) has done so far isn’t cutting it with 
the CMOs. In a clear rebuke to the digital media industry, 
only 3% of the marketers who responded to the survey 
accept the MRC’s viewability standard. This defines 
reasonable viewability as 50% of content playing for two 
consecutive seconds with the sound off. In addition, 30% 
of marketers who agree with this standard admit they only 
approve it because there isn’t a better metric to embrace.
  “The frustration across the marketing ecosystem is 
palpable, and new headlines that breach trust and 
showcase systemic carelessness have inflamed the issue,” 
noted Liz Miller, Senior Vice President of Marketing for 
the CMO Council. “The industry as a whole must align on 
transparency and reliability. If we don’t live up to these 
expectations, we will see more accounts up for review 
and more orders being pulled. That’s not to say all is lost; 
there is still excitement about the next evolution in digital 
engagement, especially through online video content,” she 
added.
  This negative outlook of the digital media landscape 
comes even as marketers intend to significantly boost 
investments in online video advertising—a channel 
that 28% of respondents believe is more important than 
other media investments and that 40% say is growing in 
importance. In fact, 95% of marketers intend to increase 
investments in 2018, with nearly half increasing spend by 
up to 25%.
   In return for that increased spending, 73% of marketers 
are demanding total transparency into traffic, viewers and 
engagement; 45% insist on real-time access to customer 
data and intelligence; and 40% want fees based on 
performance outcomes. What’s not clear to us is whether 
those demands are being met.

ADVERTISER NEWS
  McDonald’s reported first quarter results that topped 
analysts’ forecast on Monday, helped by the strength of 
international markets and U.S. consumers opting for more 
expensive burgers over value meals. Gourmet burgers, 
which offer fresh and more expensive ingredients, costing 
$6 or $7 compared to the $1-to-$3 value options, raised 
the overall average check. And same store sales increased 

2.9 percent, and revenue totaled $5.14 billion....  
T-Mobile and Sprint say they’ll win over skeptical 
regulators to their $26 billion merger because the 
deal will create thousands of jobs and help the 
U.S. beat China to creating the next generation 
mobile network. The deal will create the highest-
capacity U.S. network, lower prices, and improve 
service in rural areas, said John Legere, chief 

executive of T-Mobile and the new head of the proposed 
combined company. The combined company, which will 
be called T-Mobile, will invest $40 billion over the next 
three years to upgrade its networks to accommodate the 
next generation 5G wireless technology, which is expected 
to have the speeds necessary to power drones and self-
driving cars, Legere said in a statement....More on Ford’s 
decision, announced last week, to eliminate all cars, except 
Mustang and the Focus wagon, from its product lineup.  
UBS analyst Colin Langan estimates that Ford loses $800 
million a year selling small cars in North America. In contrast, 
Ford made more than $3 billion in the first quarter alone on 
the “high performing” parts of its business; trucks and most 
utilities. Automotive News points out it’s not just Ford. FCA 
U.S. already stopped building the Chrysler 200 and Dodge 
Dart sedans, and General Motors this month said it would 
soon eliminate a production shift at its Chevrolet Cruze 
plant in Ohio, while adding jobs in Tennessee to build more 
crossovers....Retaildive.com says Simon Property Group 
reported that first quarter revenues rose to $1.4 billion, 
beating the Zacks Consensus Estimate of $1.38 billion. The 
group’s occupancy rate was 94.6% as of March, and base 
minimum rent per square foot in the period rose 3.2%....
Food Lion is buying four Bi-Lo stores in South Carolina 
from Southeastern Grocers. Two stores are located in the 
greater Myrtle Beach area, while the others are in Florence 
and Columbia. The deal, which is for an undisclosed amount, 
is expected to close in late May....Fooddive.com says Kraft 
Heinz and the Food Network have partnered to launch a 
lineup of salad dressings, cooking sauces and meal kits, 
according to a company statement. The products contain 
no artificial flavors, colors or dyes. The new grocery product 
line is called Food Network Kitchen Inspirations.... 
Shares of Tenet Healthcare Corp. rose more than 5% late 
Monday after the company reported first-quarter earnings 
and sales above expectations and increased its outlook for 
the year. Tenet said it earned $99 million in the first quarter, 
versus a net loss of $53 million in the first quarter of 2017.
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NETWORK NEWS
   ABC’s Good Morning America has scheduled 
coverage of the royal wedding of Prince Harry and 
Meghan Markle. Co-anchor Robin Roberts and ABC’s 
World News Tonight’s anchor David Muir will lead the 
live coverage from Windsor, England and will be joined 
by a team of reporters and royal experts, including Good 
Morning America’s weekend anchor and The View co-
host Paula Faris. The coverage begins on ABC Saturday, 
May 19th at 5 AM (ET). Also, Muir will anchor two 20/20 
Primetime specials airing on Friday, May 18th at 10 PM 
(ET) with the second 20/20 special 
airing on Saturday, May 19th at 10 PM 
(ET). Muir will also anchor ABC’s World 
News Tonight from Windsor on Friday, 
May 18th and Saturday, May 19th……
The National Academy of Television 
Arts & Sciences presented trophies to 
the winners at the 45th Annual Daytime 
Emmy Awards gala held Sunday night 
at the Pasadena Civic Auditorium in 
Pasadena, California. NBC’s long-
running soap opera Days of Our Lives 
was the evening’s big winner taking five awards. It was 
followed by ABC’s General Hospital and CBS’ The 
Young and The Restless with two trophies each. Overall, 
CBS led the night with seven wins, followed by five wins 
for NBC. ABC’s Good Morning America won for the 
best morning program for the second year in a row, while 
The Talk on CBS won in the talk show entertainment 
category. The Price is Right on CBS won the award for 
Outstanding Game Show, and the winner for Outstanding 
Morning Program in Spanish was Despierta America on 
Univision. The evening’s ceremony was hosted by Mario 
Lopez of Extra and Sheryl Underwood of The Talk……
The first-ever live coast-to-coast telecast of American Idol 
posted a 1.8 adult 18-49 rating and 8 million viewers. The 
Sunday night installment of the singing competition was the 
show’s highest-rated and most-watched episode in weeks, 
according to the Nielsen overnights. That was up nearly 
20% in the demo compared to the previous week and the 
best numbers since the show’s premiere in March……
The CBS drama Blue Bloods aired its 175th episode last 
Friday and once again, was a winner in the ratings. The 
series, that stars Tom Selleck, posted a 0.8 adult 18-49 
rating and drew 8.0 million total viewers. The 8 PM (ET) 
telecast of Macgyver on the network delivered its lowest 
ratings of the season with a 0.7 demo rating and 6.26 
million total viewers. Hawaii Five-O, airing in the 9 PM 
(ET) time slot, had a 0.9 demo rating and 7.65 million total 
viewers……Former Saturday Night Live cast member 
Rob Schneider recently told the New York Daily News that 
he’s not a fan of Alec Baldwin playing President Donald 
Trump on the late-night comedy sketch show. He said his 
opinion on the matter stems from what he called the well-
known fact that Baldwin hates the President. As a result, 
Schneider says the impression of Trump by Baldwin is bad 
for the show. Schneider said of Baldwin, “I know the way 
his politics lean, and it spoils any surprise.”

AVAILS
  WCAX in Burlington, VT is looking for its next Local 
Sales Manager. This rare career opportunity is for an 
experienced sales professional who can work with their team 
of AEs to develop new business, grow existing business, 
and produce revenue results across key broadcast and 
digital platforms. The ideal candidate will have five years 
of media sales experience. Proficiency with Wide Orbit, 
Power point, and Excel required. Management experience 
and Google AdWords Certification a plus. CLICK HERE to 
apply.  No calls please.  EOE.

  WSMV-TV Nashville, TN is searching 
for a talented Digital Sales Manager 
who can inspire a team to learn and 
sell new products, achieve revenue 
budgets and provide clients with 
superior results. Candidates must 
possess extensive knowledge of and 
be able to communicate the benefits of 
station websites, apps and emerging 
digital media properties related to 
WSMV, as well as the many third party 
platforms available to its customers. 

Please visit www.meredith.com/careers  to apply – search 
for requisition JR04487.  EOE.
  WYFF 4, the Hearst Television NBC affiliate in beautiful 
Greenville, SC seeks a superstar Account Executive.  
We are looking for an experienced sales professional who 
can excel with top accounts while achieving goals across all 
platforms.  Are you a driven, passionate, highly competitive 
person who likes to WIN?  Do you have a commitment to 
excellence?  Then come work at one of the best television 
stations and best cities in the country.  Google “Greenville, 
SC Top 10” and see why everyone wants to live here!  Click 
HERE to apply.  E.O.E.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

GAS PRICES ON THE RISE
  Rising oil prices are projected to translate into higher gas 
prices come this summer.
   So why should you care?  There are staycation options in 
or near every market, and it might be time for entertainment 
venues, waterparks and hotels to advertise more.
  The average gas price in the U.S. is $2.81 a gallon, up from 
$2.39 a gallon last year. The EIA projects that summer gas 
prices will average around $2.74 a gallon, up from $2.41 a 
gallon earlier this year, the Associated Press reports.

HULU REPORTS IMPRESSIVE GROWTH
   Hulu is nearing 20 million subscribers, according to a new 
report by the Hollywood Reporter — which means their 
subscriber base has grown 18 percent in just four months.
  The company’s recent growth spurt is said to largely be 
tied to the success of The Handmaid’s Tale. 
  Hulu’s annual budget is reportedly somewhere around 
$2.5 billion. The company’s growth is moving quickly, but 
they are still behind Netflix’s 125 million subscribers and 
Amazon Prime’s 100 million subscribers.
  Hulu is co-owned by Disney, Fox, NBC, and Time Warner, 
and the numbers come from THR’s report about Disney’s 
proposed merger of parts of 21st Century Fox.
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FunnyTweeter.com

I hate when someone is 
on the machine right next 
to me at the gym and I feel 

pressured to share my 
cheese fries.
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USED VEHICLE PRICES HOLDING UP
   The used vehicle market performed exceptionally well 
in March, according to J.D. Power Valuation Services. 
Wholesale prices of used vehicles up to eight years in 
age increased by an average of 2.5%. While prices were 
expected to increase in March, the outcome was better 
than anticipated. As a result, Power’s (formerly NADA Used 
Car Guide) Seasonally Adjusted Used Vehicle Price Index 
increased 0.9 points to 115.9. This increase brought the 
index 2.5 points above March 2017’s level.
   Mainstream car segments performed extremely well in 
March. Compact and Subcompact Car 
prices were the strongest in the industry 
and saw prices grow by 4.3% and 4.6% 
respectively. The pair’s result was about 
2.5 points better than each segment’s 
previous five-year average for the 
period. The Mid-Size Car segment also 
experienced a healthy 3.5% increase in 
price, followed by the Large Car segment 
which saw a bump of 3%.
   Used vehicle prices continue to be 
pressured by large inventories, due to the 
number of vehicles coming off-lease, and rising incentives 
being used to move new cars and trucks off lots. Even so, 
Power is forecasting that used vehicle prices will decline by 
only 0.4% for all of 2018.

SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS QUESTIONED
   Brands spent an estimated $2 billion on influencer 
marketing in 2017. Was it money well spent? New research 
for Carmichael Lynch finds that nearly one-quarter of 
influencer marketing dollars are being wasted on inauthentic 
content that today’s savvy consumers don’t trust. More than 
a third of women (35%) think influencers are dishonest 
when content is sponsored.
   However, many influencers surveyed are unaware of this 
consumer skepticism. More than four in five influencers 
said their audience considers brand-sponsored content 
“about the same” as their regular content, and only 1% of 
influencers said their audience responds negatively toward 
brand-sponsored content.
   Even more troublesome for an industry built on trust, 
23% of influencers surveyed don’t feel they’re able to be 
authentic with brand-sponsored content. When asked 
about challenges in working with a brand, 70% said a 
top challenge is the “lack of creative freedom,” but more 
alarming, said the study authors, are the findings that 45% 
said “brands don’t understand my audience.” Even more 
concerning, 15% said, “I don’t like the brand,” begging the 
question why they’re partnered in the first place. 
   Carmichael Lynch reported findings from the research 
along with influencer evaluation tactics and strategies 
at Social Media Week in New York. The agency had 
commissioned Toluna to conduct an online survey of 121 
influencers (bloggers, vloggers and content creators) who 
regularly partner with brands, in order to determine their 
perceptions toward sponsored content.

THIS AND THAT
   U.S. consumer spending rose a seasonally adjusted 
0.4% in March, the Commerce Department reported 
Monday. That’s a pickup from the first two months of the 
year—and good news, because consumer spending is a 
main driver of the economy. That spending likely reflects 
Americans having more money, since the Commerce 
Department also reported that personal income rose 0.3% 
in March……Video streaming firms in the European Union 
will soon be required to have at least 30% of their content 
be from Europe. A report by Rapid TV News says the new 

rules will apply not only to SVOD and 
video-sharing sites—Netflix, YouTube 
and Facebook were specifically 
mentioned—but also to broadcasters 
and live streaming on video-sharing 
platforms. Also, Netflix and other 
SVOD companies be required to fund 
production of content in Europe……
The University of Michigan Consumer 
Sentiment Index rose 1.9% year-over-
year in April, but declined 2.6% from 
March. “Tax reform and trade policies 

continue to spark spontaneous, or unaided, comments,” 
noted the survey’s chief economist, Richard Curtin. “The 
spontaneous comments about the tax reform legislation 
had a positive balance of opinion, but the trade tariffs 
generated a negative balance of opinion.”

COMPETITIVE INFO
   Thursday Night Football is apparently a hit for Amazon 
Prime Video. The online retailer and SVOD company 
has renewed its deal with the NFL to stream TNF for two 
more seasons. Terms weren’t disclosed, but the price is 
reportedly $65 million per year—a 30% increase over what 
Amazon paid last year. Reuters also reports that there was 
intense bidding, with Amazon beating out rivals including 
Twitter and YouTube.
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Ron White

I’ve learned that you can’t 
outrun your problems which 

is why I bought a bus.
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